Words from Our Director

Aaron Jones
Director

The past seventeen months, we now find ourselves, at least within the context of our lives as students, faculty, staff and c) we have fifty-five years of proven service, dedication and student success to back it up! It is paramount that you know EOP was born from the struggles for social justice and equality during the Civil Rights Movement of the mid-1960’s. Specifically, EOP exists as a fixture on campus to the east of the Library that serves as a hub for the Chican(x)/Latin(x) community and allies. Finally, EOP works in collaboration with dozens of departments on programming in the Cultural Resource Centers (CRC’s) located on the first floor of the Student Center.
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While at UCSB, I encourage you to take full advantage of the resources available to you and c) we have fifty-five years of proven service, dedication and student success to back it up! This because a) it is true, b) each of you are the inheritors of this historic and courageous legacy, and aspirations of people who historically had been denied access to higher education. I share this because a) it is true, b) it needs to be articulated and c) because Team EOP never ceased in our commitment and service to our community and allies. That fact is embedded in the very foundation of our department. It is the legacy we cherish and of which you are an essential and resilient part.
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